
 

 

 
 

             VIANEN – FEBRUARY, 2022 

Cees de Jong new CEO CONTACTCENTER4ALL 
 

Contact center software company CONTACTCENTER4ALL appoints Cees de Jong as its new CEO. 
Cees succeeds Marcel Reuvers, former CEO and co-founder of CONTACTCENTER4ALL. 
Years of experience in Telecom and fulfilling various international management positions at 
Detron, Vancis, Atos, and KPN, among others, make Cees the right person to further expand 
CC4ALL's global growth and professionalization. 
 
 
CONTACTCENTER4ALL is a Dutch software company that develops native contact center 
software for and is certified by Microsoft. The company has taken its first international steps on 
the market with CC4Skype and now has a strong position in the market, especially with 
CC4Teams. CONTACTCENTER4ALL is known for its extensive functionalities and ease of use and 
is currently experiencing strong growth. 
Cees will add his expertise to optimally respond to the international developments of hybrid work 
solutions from the cloud and accelerate growth. 
 

"With Cees de Jong, we have acquired a lot of knowledge and experience, someone who can 
further  accelerate our international growth and continue to professionalize the organization and 

guide it in the right direction." 
 

                                                                                            
 

“Strengthening and further expanding CONTACTCENTER4ALL's market position is a wonderful 
challenge that I am pleased to take on. With the latest state-of-the-art software from 

CC4Teams, which will soon receive the 1st release, CONTACTCENTER4ALL has a strong 
portfolio for the future.” 

                                                                                                                  
 

 

Cees will be responsible for the management of CONTACTCENTER4ALL. Marcel will stay on as a 
board member and will be involved in strategy and external relations. 
 
About CONTACTCENTER4ALL 
We are a team of contact center experts with a shared goal; to connect people, shape the industry, and make an impact. 
You could say that we are the ambassadors of conversations. To have a meaningful conversation, you need to connect 
companies with their customers, schools with their students, hospitals with their clients, you with us.  
With CONTACTCENTER4ALL, it is easy to connect and have a conversation…on any channel, anywhere, anytime. CC4ALL 
software is natively developed for and certified by Microsoft. It is easy to use and manage and will provide clear and easily 
retrieved insights. So connect with us; we will proudly show you our solution in a personalized demo. 

 

 

CONTACTCENTER4ALL Contact 

Willeke Hellenthal  

Global Marketing Manager 

+31 88 268 0707 

willeke.hellenthal@contactcenter4all.com 

Marcel Reuvers, former CEO, and co-founder 

Cees de Jong, CEO 


